Biology, Sociology and the Study
of Religion: Two Lectures
Luther H . Martin
In the following two lectures, I should like (1) to suggest a thoroughly
natural rather than supernatural (or metaphysical) basis for the study of
religion and (2) illustrate this approach from the Hellenistic mystery cults.
In juxtaposing the natural with the social sciences and with the humanities,
I do not intend to join the discussion about the relationship between science
and religion, a discussion that has as its goal some sort of scientific validation
for traditional religious claims. Rather than such an exercise in apologetics,
my intent is to suggest a scientific explanation for religion and, consequently,
for its study.
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1. Biology, Sociology and Religion
The study of religion has made remarkable progress since its nineteenthcentury origins out of liberal Protestant theology, especially in those insti
tutions unattached to divinity schools - state university in the United States,
for example. Nevertheless, metaphysical ..survivals" still characterize our
field. These are most evident in the various sui generis definitions of
..religion." If we are to take seriously an academic or scientific study of
religion, however, we must distance our study from its discursive practice,
viz. theology, and with it the metaphysical legitimization with which it has
been so implicated in Western culture at least since Aristotle (Metaph.
1026 19; see 1064 3).
The term „metaphysics" was not, of course, Aristotle's but was employed
by his Hellenistic commentators in reference to the untitled group of texts
he wrote „after those he wrote on nature" (meta taphysika biblia). Medieval
a
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philosophers, however, imputed to „meta" a philosophical rather than its
simple prepositional meaning, transforming its temporal into a transcen
dental sense. Since the Enlightenment, however, epistemology has been
returning from the metaphysical to the physical sciences in the study of
reality - including the study of the ubiquitous reality of religious practice.
The most appropriate physical science with which to begin a study of human
behavior is, of course, biology.
In his recent book, Creation of the Sacred, the classicist and historian of
ancient religions, Walter Burkert, has urged a merger of cultural studies
„with general anthropology, which is ultimately integrated into biology".
One's „biological makeup," he suggests, „forms preconditions or 'attractors'
to produce [cultural] phenomena in a consistent fashion". Consequently,
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the details and sequences in rituals, tales, works of art, and fantasies hark back to
more original processes in the evolution of life; they become understandable not in
isolation nor within their different cultural contexts, but in relation to this
background.
4

Though indeed produced by ..cultural choice", „religion", Burkert conclu
des, „keeps to the tracks" of this biological landscape".
Burkert is working out of a naturalist tradition that has its origins in the
Enlightenment, with David Hume, for example (Dialogues concerning
Natural Religion, 1779), and has its immediate roots in the ethological
research of Konrad Lorenz and the sociobiological theories of Edward
O. Wilson. Whereas Lorenz's research sought to extend observations about
animal behavior to that of humans, Wilson defined sociobiology more
comprehensively „as the systematic study of the biological basis of all forms
of social behavior, in all kinds of organisms, including man". Wilson
considered the ..predisposition to religious belief to be „the most complex
and powerful force in the human mind and in all probability an ineradicable
part of human nature".
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Perhaps the most significant development for understanding a biological
basis for religion has been the explosion of research since mid-century
among the cognitive sciences. Understood as the empirically based effort to
explain the basis of knowledge, human as well as nonhuman, the ultimate,
and distant, goal of cognitive psychology is a global understanding of the
physical structure of the human nervous system and how it operates to
produce intelligent, including religious, behavior. By paying attention to the
role that human minds play in the production of cultural forms and expres
sion, such a cognitive ..mapping" of the architecture of human thought and
behavior promises not only to contribute to our knowledge of religion and
its persistence in human history, but to suggest also a formal, species-specific
framework for the comparative work that is so central to the academic study
of religion.
A l l of the approaches mentioned above - ethology, sociobiology, cogni
tive science - share the perspective of contemporary evolutionary biology.
This is not the social Darwinism of an earlier time, however, for one of its
disconfirmed, assumptions, is the notion of survival based upon collective
successes. Rather, focus has shifted to the survival of genes and not of groups
or even individuals. Rather, human cultural diversity is understood by
contemporary or neo-Darwinian theorists „as products of a single human
nature responding to widely varying circumstances", „a generic, specieswide developmental program that absorbs information from the social
environment and adjusts the maturing mind accordingly". Whereas these
theorists trace differences among people to environment, they understand a
„deeper unity within the species" to reside in genetically governed rules for
mental development. Nevertheless, Burkert presumes that „a certain survi
val fitness of religion has to be granted", ..because on the whole the history
of religions has been a story of success".
In his review of Burkert's book, the cognitive scientist, Daniel Dennett,
following Richard Dawkins, poses the question: „survival fitness for
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whom?" - an elite, the social group as a whole, certain so-called self genes?
Dawkins has also suggested the possibility of „selfish vehicles of cultural
transmission" which he termed „memes", units of culturally acquired
information which tend to replicate themselves even though they may not
be of any benefit. Dennett suggests that religions might be just such memes,
replicating themselves by „parasitically exploiting proclivities ...in the
human cognitive-immune system". Thus, as Burkert concludes, .^Infor
mation survival asserts itself side by side with and even instead of genetic
survival".
The presence and persistence of human uni versals must, in the conclusion
of Burkert, „be presumed to fulfill basic functions for human social life in
all its forms". One such human universal is social life itself. Human beings
are social beings and, apparently, innately so. It is not difficult to imagine
the evolutionary benefit to humans of this trait. This recognition of a
biological basis for human sociability undermines the conviction of much
social science about the autonomy of social fact and the determinate role of
culture. Rather, social fact and cultural determinates are themselves effects
to be explained.
In his groundbreaking study of The Religion of the Semites, W. Robertson
Smith recognized not only the ubiquity but the naturalness of human society.
Smith averred that „[e]very human being, without choice on his own part,
but simply in virtue of his birth and upbringing, becomes a member of
...a natural society". Membership in these societies is modelled upon
biological patterns of descent; they are, in other words, kinship societies.
The sociological significance of kinship societies is heightened with the
emergence of a second type of human social organization - kingships. In
Smith's formulation:
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the primitive equality of the tribal system tends in progress of time to transform itself
into an aristocracy of the more powerful kins, or of the more powerful families within
one kin ... [with the consequence that] wealth begins to be unequally distributed.
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Initially, kinship alliances were established through marriage, as L£viStrauss has shown. Subsequently, and alternatively, alliances were effected
by agreement (treaty) or imposed by force.
All social relationships may be understood as relationships of power as
Michel Foucault has emphasized. Consequently, the difference between
„kinship" and „kingship" as types of social organization might be formulated
in terms of differing distributions of power. Whereas power in kinship
groups is disseminated more or less equally throughout the society, king
ships are characterized by consolidations of power. These consolidations of
power present a threat to the autonomy of kinship organizations and their
local distributions of power even as the continuing existence of local power
challenges the pretensions of imperial sovereignty and their legitimating
state religions.
The maintenance and persistence of kinship societies in face of social
tendencies to consolidation is not solely a matter of biology but of sociology.
As Smith put it, „[t]he idea that kinship is not purely an affair of birth, but
may be acquired, has quite fallen out of our circle of ideas". Although
largely neglected by Smith, the preeminent technique for kinship recruitment
apart from birth is adoption. Such fictive kin status could be extended not
only to sons (and daughters) but to ancestors and ancestral heros and deities
as well. It is these common and commemorated ancestors, linked to the
present by narratives of descent, that provide collective identity for any
particular group; and the transgenerational authority of these attested
ancestors guarantees the stability and continuity of the putative descent
group.
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Smith was perhaps the first scholar of religion to recognize that religion
must be accounted for by its social nature. Although scholars of religion
regularly acknowledge that religion is a social phenomenon, we have not
developed any timely social theory of religion, relying instead still on the
pioneering but dated theories of Marx, Weber and Durkheim. Rather, reli
gious studies have been sidetracked by:
32

a lingering fascination with a romantic individualism ... [which has been v]alorized
by the Enlightenment, cultivated within the humanities, and moralized [especially]
in American ideology.
33

Certainly such ..individualistic" values have informed the study of the
religions of antiquity, as I argued in my recent article on „The Individualistic
Ideology of Hellenistic Culture".
I should like to suggest Smith's typology of ..kinship" and ..kingship" as
..ideal types" or poles of a continuum which describe all human social
organizations and, consequently, their religious communities. In light of the
above, we might redefine Smith's ..natural" or kinship societies as cultural
elaborations of biology in terms of varying distributions of power. And, we
might understand religion to be the effective means of legitimating this
political power, in whatever manner that power might be distributed, by
claims to superhuman power. Such superhuman powers may also be imagi
ned as supernatural; and they may be imaged anthropomorphically, theriomorphically, dendromorphically, technomorphically, etc. The object of the
history of religions, consequently, may be identified as the history of those
socio-cultural elaborations of biology that are legitimated by claims to
superhuman power.
I have argued that sociability is a universal characteristic of the species,
homo sapiens, and thus programmed by evolution and biologically, i.e.,
genetically, transmitted. I have argued further that the kinship/kingship
model of social organization, based upon the natural family, is a cultural
elaboration of this innate characteristic of human existence shaped by social
distributions of power. This universal typology of social organization is
applicable also to an understanding of religious communities.
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We can illustrate this thesis historically from Hellenistic religious
communities. In my book on Hellenistic Religions, I identified three types
of discourse and practice that are usually grouped together as „religious" in
contrast to the ..official" or state religion(s): piety, mystery, and gnosis.
I should like to associate these discourses and practices with the sociology
of differing forms of kinship organization.
Pietistic practices are the most exemplary of kinship societies. Piety (Gk:
eusebeia, Lt: pietas) designates a traditional system of „right" relationships,
conventional practices concerning home and family and, by extension, those practices
which surround and are part of being at home in one's world under the rule of a family
of gods....[Such practices] are always articulated in terms of a particular locale or
place and are transmitted through local tradition. They represent the expression by
a particular people of their local order of things.
35

So defined, piety belongs to the sociology of kinship societies, the
correctness of the relationships being defined by each such society and
legitimated by their local, or even kin-specific, deities.
Less noted are the claims by various gnostic traditions to kinship bonds
established through descent from a common divine ancestor or deity. The
clearest example is those claiming descent from Seth; however, it is
characteristic of all gnostic anthropology to claim consubstantiality with
hypercosmic power and elaborated, consequently, in myths of cosmogonic
fall.
Finally, the Hellenistic mystery cults may be understood as „fictive"
kinship groups, as their frequent use of kinship terminology suggests. Their
existence is legitimated by appeal to a universalized native deity and,
concomitantly, non-native membership in these alternative kin groups is
established through initiation modelled upon the kin-recruitment process of
adoption.
The family cults, mystery religions, and the gnostic traditions represented
three differing types of kinship groups, all of which stood in tension with
the imperial power of Hellenistic kingships, both politically and, in the case
of the emperor cult, religiously. Whereas „family cults" and gnostic claims
are rather explicit in their claims to kinship identity, the Hellenistic mystery
cults are much less obvious in this regard. Consequently, it is this socio36
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historical example to which I should like to devote a more detailed analysis
in my second lecture.
2. Sociology and the Study of Religion: The Case of Hellenistic Religious
Communities
38

The whole range of ideas in the philosophy of history and in the theory of development
[of Christianity] had to date been treated as history of ideas, as with Hegel andDilthey.
It occupied the central place in every philosophy of religion ... Then I came under
the spell of that overwhelming personality, Max Weber, who had long been well aware
of wonders which for me were just dawning. At the same time, I was captivated by
the Marxist doctrine of infrastructures and superstructures. Not that I simply consi
dered it correct, but it does contain a mode of questioning which can never be evaded,
even though each separate case must be examined individually. Its mode of questio
ning was how far the origin, development, change and modern plight of Christianity
is sociologically conditioned, and how far it itself operates as a formative sociological
principle. These are extraordinarily difficult questions and scarcely any useful prepa
ratory studies had been done on them. And yet, it was no longer possible to speak
solely of a history of doctrine or a history of ideas approach to Christianity [or to other
religions] once this problem had been grasped.
Ernst Troeltsch

39

In my first lecture, I responded to the challenge formulated by Troeltsch
by suggesting a sociological view of religious communities based upon
biology, that is, upon social elaborations of the „natural" family and orga
nized according to cultural distributions of power. In this lecture, I should
like to illustrate this view by example of the Hellenistic mystery religions
understood as fictive kinship societies, that is, precisely as social elabo
rations of natural kin associations that were occasioned by new cultural
conditions.
Autonomous associations, alternative to the public institutions of larger
society, are documented from Greece as early as the sixth century B.C. when
Solon accepted their legality „provided they were not contrary to the laws
of the state" (Gaius, Dig. 47.22.4). Such associations proliferated during the
Hellenistic period and, despite sporadic attempts by the Romans to suppress
or at least control them, they perdured well into the Christian period. The
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Hellenistic groups seemed to function initially as associations whereby
ethnic „brethren", separated from their natural kin by military service,
perhaps, or by commercial enterprise, might nevertheless commemorate
some aspects of their native society and maintain, consequently, the cultural
requisites of their traditional social identity in light of the cosmopolitan
pressures of Hellenistic empire. These requisites would include care of
their ancestral dead and the patronage of some native deity. Over time, care
for the ancestral dead would be replaced by care for the dead of the new
diaspora community and the native deity would either become universalized
so that it might provide patronage for its internationally dispersed clients or
be replaced altogether by a deity more appropriate to the new cosmopolitan
context. Unless new members from the homeland continued to replenish
these groups and their memories, their native character would eventually
dissipate, as a consequence of continued mobility, for example, or of
assimilation into the new and larger Hellenized context. Since the first
priority of any social group is to maintain itself, new members would, in
such cases, need be recruited from the surrounding non-ethnic population.
As successive kingships more or less successfully established an interna
tionalized culture around the Mediterranean basin, such associations of
disperse „ethnic" kin, many of which called themselves „mysteries," would
become groups in which a local non-ethnic membership might be made kin
through initiation (myein, telein) and become, consequently, devotees of
formerly native deities.
41

We can understand the development of the Hellenistic mystery cults as
the transformation of associations of ethnic kin. Their Hellenistic deve
lopment seems to have been modelled largely upon various interpretations
of the Greek ideal of initiatory cult exemplified by the ancient and presti
gious mysteries of Demeter celebrated at Eleusis.
The fictive kin groups that developed into mystery cults, and of course
not all of them did, seemingly went through a development from family cult
to open membership analogous to that of the Eleusinian celebrations. As
Erwin Rohde observed:
Originally this festival ...admitted only the citizens of Eleusis, perhaps only the
members of certain noble Eleusinian families ... [Later, a]dmission to it was thrown
open to all Greeks - not merely Athenians, but every Greek without distinction of
race or country, whether man or woman, was welcomed at Eleusis... .What a contrast
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to the exclusive cult-unions into which a man had to be born in order, as citizen of
a state, member of a phratria, clan, or family, to participate in the advantages they
offered!
42

Ernst Samter extended Rohde's argument to conclude that the mystery cults,
generally, developed from such exclusivistic family cults.
Conceived as Active kinship groups, we may speak of two types of
mystery associations, both modelled upon interpretations of the Eleusinian
mysteries: the first defined by associations of fictive siblings, and a second
defined by claims of fictive descent from the cult deity, both types of
relationships established through rites of initiation.
In the first type of mystery group, the initiates, in the observation of Franz
Cumont, ..considered themselves brothers no matter where they came from."
And, as Cumont recognized, these ..communities of initiates" were replace
ments for the ..ancient social groups".
In the second type of mystery group, it was, as W. K . C. Guthrie
concluded, „kinship with the gods [that] was the real qualification for a
blessed immortality" These communities were related to the later deve
lopment of gnostic groups with their understanding of relation to deity
through descent. This shared understanding of some form of kinship with
deity seems to have been mediated by middle and neo-Platonic elaborations
- from the Axiochusto Apuleius to Plotinus - on the Platonic ideal of
homoiosis theo, 'likeness to God' (Tht. 176B). Whereas a fraternal structu
re of fictive sibling relations established group solidarity, structures of
descent ensured the transgenerational continuity of the group.
The sole Hellenistic text that clearly speaks of kinship to deity, again with
reference to the Eleusinian Mysteries, is the second or first century B.C.
pseudo-Platonic dialogue, Axiochus. In this dialogue, Axiochus is named as
gennetes ton thon, 'kin to the gods', as a consequence his initiation (371
D ) . As a precedent, Guthrie cites the episode in the Odyssey where
Menelaos is promised an afterlife on the Elysian Plain as a consequence of
43
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„his adoption into the family of the gods ...through his marriage to Helen"
(Od. 4.56 Iff). Like Samter, Guthrie extends thereby the argument of Rohde
about the Eleusinian rites as an expanded family cult to suggest that the
privileges of Elysium were extended at Eleusis from kin by marriage (the
example of Menelaos) to kin by rites of initiation modelled upon the legal
practice of adoption.
To the extent that the mysteries were in some sense Active kinship groups,
adoption, the juridical category of kinship recruitment, provided a natural
model for the rites of initiation. Coulanges had already suggested that such
ceremonies as marriage, birth, adoption, installation of a new slave were
initiation rites through which new members were received into the cult of
the house. Subsequently, Albrecht Dieterich argued that initiation into the
cults of Orphism and Mithraism was equivalent to a symbolic adoption by
their respective deities, a position later argued by Hugo Hepding for the
cult of the Phrygian Mother. And, as has been much discussed, Paul uses
the juridical term for adoption, huiothesia, to described those redeemed by
God's son as themselves adopted sons of God (Gal. 4:4-5; Rom. 8:14,23).
The „real and original meaning of all adoption," according to Rohde, was
that:
4
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One who has no son to leave behind him will make haste to take a son from another
family into his own house, who, together with his property will inherit also the duty
of offering a regular and enduring cult to his adopted father, and his new ancestors,
and of caring for the needs of their souls.
54

An example of this kin reassignment is provided by early Christian
developments, themselves a part of the larger Hellenistic religious situation,
and the Christian establishment of novel social formations at the expense of
their ancestral kin: „leave the dead to bury their own dead", Jesus says to a
potential follower, and „follow me" (Q: Mt 8:22//Lk 9:60). The subsequent
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institutionalization of an „orthodox" Christianity in the third and fourth
centuries was accomplished not only by a condensation of religious power
from the heterogenous possibilities of its socially marginal predecessors, a
consolidation not without political implications, but also by the adoption of
new, distinctively Christian ancestors - the martyrs. Christians, like many
of the Hellenistic societies before them, began to accept funerary responsi
bilities for their members (see e.g., Tert. Apol. 39), exemplifying a persistent,
transgenerational pattern of relationship among their members. As part of
this process, one of these ..Christian special dead", as Peter Brown calls
them, became commonly accepted as the divine founder of Christianity.
Citing Rohde's observation that adoption was represented as a rebirth
from the womb of the new mother, Guthrie notes that ..rebirth was [for this
reason] a category applied also to initiates in certain mysteries". Speci
fically, he cites Apuleius' Metamorphoses in which Lucius' status in the Isis
Cult is not attained by his birth or inheritance (Met. 11.15) but by a rebirth
(renatus) (Met. 11.16), a transformation explicitly identified with cult initia
tion (Met. 11.21; compare Plutarch, De Is. et Os. 35 on the „rebirth" of
Osiris). What Guthrie does not note is that in Book 5 of the Meta
morphoses, Venus, who later is identified with Isis in Lucius' famous prayer
to the „Blessed Queen of Heaven" (Met. 11.2), castigates her son, Eros, for
his disobedience, and despite her advanced age, threatens to ..produce
another son much better than" him through ..adoption" (adoptatio) and to
make over Eros' inheritance to this adopted son (Met. 5.29).
In the face of the Hellenistic kingships, the threatened existence of
perduring kin groups began to be expressed through a rhetoric of secrecy.
The closed nature of such groups was not a sui generis characteristic of their
„mystery" or religiosity but simply of their bounded identity: their nonexclusivity with respect to one another is well documented - one might be
and often was initiate in any number of these groups. Claims of secrecy
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were, in other words, a prophylactic against the homogenizing power of the
inclusive state which characterized the Hellenistic world since Alexander,
a political power increasingly reinforced by the cult of the emperor. The
respersion of Roman power from Augustus to Theodosius increasingly
vitiated the role of the „secret" or bounded societies and occasioned the
possibility of social organizations with universalistic claims, societies such
as the Isiac, the Mithraic, and the Christian. Only the latter consolidated itself
into a viable alternative to the declining fortunes of Roman political power
and to the ascendant claims of its religious rivals.
If this analysis rests indeed upon biology, it stands as a general bio-social
hypothesis of religious groups to be tested by those with expertise in other
cultural domains. By way of conclusion, therefore, I should like briefly to
suggest two further examples where the kinship/kingship model of social
organization would seem to be relevant to the religious situation.
A first example is provided by the Chinese consolidation of independent
warring states into a common cultural entity under the Han dynasty, a period
that parallels the Hellenistic (206 B.C. - 220 A.D.). This political transfor
mation was paralleled by a social relocation of the ancestors from their
traditional habitation in a this-worldly, if transgenerational, realm of local
kin-relations to a common transcendental heavenly place shared by all. In
the emergent imperial context, as in the Hellenistic, secret societies provided
those whose kinship bonds had been broken an alternative affiliation by
which to promote their interests.
For a second example, we might turn to the contemporary religious
situation in Latin America. Similar to the Hellenistic and Chinese context,
new religions have been occasioned by consolidations of power - in this
case, largely economic - in and around major cities. The consequent rush to
urbanization has undermined local, traditional lifestyles and uprooted much
of the population. The religious formations that result are constructed by
numerous, newly constituted groups from various native practices but
expressed in terms of a colonially imposed Christianity. As in modern
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Luther H. Martin
comparative studies generally, Latin American „syncretistic" formations
have typically been explained as the consequence of similarities perceived
between native religious practices and Catholic Christianity. More recent
scholarship, however, has emphasized the „noncorrespondences and contra
dictions" preserved by these religious formations. As in studies of Helle
nistic religions, the employment of the category ..syncretism" as explanatory
has masked the emergence of novel social formations.
What I have tried to suggest is that the study of religion, if it is to avoid
metaphysical musings, on the one hand, and ethnocentric excess, on the
other, might best proceed on the basis of inherent, species-specific charac
teristics. I have selected one of the most fundamental of these traits, our
apparently innate social character. As Robertson Smith already argued,
human beings are necessarily social creatures engaged in social formation.
Following Smith, anthropologists have agreed that there are but two types
of social - and hence religious - formations: kinship and kingship, differing
distributions of power subject, however, to an infinite number of social
variations and cultural permutations. The study of such social formations,
then, must lead to history, the study of the development of these formations
over time and in terms of the contingent characteristics of different places.
I am suggesting, in other words, a theoretical progression from biology to
sociology to history and to the history of the stipulated object of historical
investigation, in our case, religion.
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RESUME

Biologie, sociologie a studium nabozenstvf
Stat'rozvrzend do obecne a pHpadove' studie se zabyva' .oiaturalizujfcfmi" koncepcemi jako
moznou zdkladnou studia ndbozenstvf. V prvni Cdsti ..Biologie, sociologie a ndbozenstvf' jsou
pfipomenuty dosavadnf „naturalizujfcf" teorie nfibozenstvf pofifnaje pfirozen^m ndbozenstvfm
osvfcenstvf, pfes etologii a sociobiologii ai po souc'asne' zkoumdnf v kognitivnfch vfidach, na
jejichS pozadf formuloval Walter Burkert ve s\6 nejnovejSf praci tezi o kulturnich konstrukcich
jako v^tvorech vyrustajtcfch z „biologicke' krajiny".
Oborovym polem, v nemz byla podle autora koncepce kultury nejzretelneji vypracovdna
„nad" biologii, je sociologie. S odvoldnim na W. Robertsona Smithe autor klade proti sob£
spolecnosti budovane' na principu pfibuzenstvi (kinship) a spolecnosti vyrustajfcf z konzolidace moci (kingship) jako dva idedlni typy vSech spolecenskych formacf, je2 univerzdlnS
charakterizuji lidsky druh. Studium techto socialnich formacf, v&tng formaci nSbozenskych,
vede ke studiu dejin, tj. ke studiu techto formaci v Case a v pojmech podmfnenych prostorovou
odlisnosti. Jinymi slovy jde o teoreticky posun od biologie, pfes sociologii k historii, a to v nasem pffpadS - k historii ndbozenstvf.
V druh6 £asti ..Sociologie a studium ndbozenstvf: Pffpad helenistickych ndbozenskych
komunit" se autor pokouSf ilustrovat uvedenou tezi historicky, prostfednictvfm tff typu
religiozity, kterf vymezil ve s v6 knize Hellenistic Religions. V protikladu k mocensk^m typum
ndbozenstvf jako je ndbozenstvi oficidlnf, stdtni £i f&sk€ (kingship) vymezuje „pietistickou"
zboznost, kterii je nejnazornejsTm pffkladem ndbozenstvf zalozenelio na principu pHbuznosti
(kinship), a gnostick£ tradice, ktere' se otevfenS dovolavajf principu pffbuzenstvi se samotnymi
bozstvy. Autor usiluje o provfifenf dokladu pro tfetf a nejspornejs'f pfiklad - helemsticke'
mysterijnf kulty, kter6 se pokousT interpretovat jako fiktivni pffbuzenskd spolecenstvf odpovidajici dobrovoln^m helenistickym sdruzenfm.
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